EXTENSION PROJECTS

Destination Bala!
The narrow gauge Bala Lake Railway in Mid-Wales has long held an ambition to extend
its services from its current terminus into the heart of Bala town itself. This goal is
now within touching distance as Gary Boyd-Hope discovered.

A

SK Bala Lake Railway Trust (BLRT)
chairman Julian Birley what he’d
like for Christmas this year, and his
answer would be simple…£210,000!
Wouldn’t we all, I hear you cry.
Well of course we would, but for Julian
and the BLRT, securing £210,000 by the end
of the year – or a large percentage of it, at least
– could make the difference between the Bala
Lake Railway (BLR) getting to fulfil its
long-held ambition of extending into Bala
town centre, or resigning itself to never

achieving its full potential. It’s that simple!
You see, as part of a £6million package
of upgrades to the flood defences around the
town, Natural Resources Wales (NRW) has
to reconstruct part of the eastern shoreline of
Bala Lake, precisely where the railway would
like to extend.
Therefore NRW has agreed to include
the railway’s requirements (300 metres) in its
planning application and carry
out the necessary work,
but only if the railway can

contribute £276,000 towards the overall costs.
Consequently, Julian and the BLRT have
to at least demonstrate the trust can come up
with the required sum by the end of the year in
order for NRW to proceed, and have already
raised £70,000 in public donations. In short, it
is an opportunity that cannot be missed.
To fully understand why the BLR is so
keen to extend the 1,200 metres from its
present terminus into the town itself, it is
worth taking a moment to consider its current
operation.
Above: The locomotive exhibits on display in the
Heritage Centre at Llanuwchllyn include former
Penrhyn Quarry 0-4-0ST Nesta, owned by Rob Gambrill
and repatriated from a swamp in Puerto Rico, and
ex-Dinorwic Hunslets Alice (awaiting a new boiler)
and George B. ALL PHOTOS BY GARY BOYD-HOPE UNLESS
STATED

Ex-Dinorwic Quarry Hunslet 0-4-0ST Alice heads a rake
of empty Dinorwic slate wagons towards Llanuwchllyn,
near Bryn Hynod, on April 19, 2013, during a David
Williams photo charter. The view across the lake
towards Bala is spectacular. ROBIN STEWART-SMITH

Above: This
replica of Lord
Penrhyn’s private
saloon has been
constructed by
Bala Lake Railway
supporter David
Hale at his home
in Somerset, but
has since moved to
Llanuwchllyn for
completion. The
standard of the
finish is exemplary
(inset). The original
saloon is on display
at Penrhyn Castle.
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1. Looking east at the Bala Lake Railway’s current terminus at Pen-y-Bont. The
extension will leave the main line behind the camera, then pass beneath the
left-hand span of the footbridge and curve sharply northwards along the fence line
in the distance.

2. This 18th century Grade II-listed stone bridge used to carry the main road until
the current improvements were made in the 1950s. The new extension will cross the
B4403 (in the foreground) then cross over the bridge as it heads towards Bala.
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3. Looking towards Bala: The Bala Lake Railway Trust proposes widening the bridge
on the eastern (right-hand) side and slewing the carriageway, allowing the trains to
run on a reserved track, where the left-hand pavement is now.

4. This is the section of the route that Natural Resources Wales will construct if the
Bala Lake Railway Trust can find the money. The flood defences are being improved
here, with the extension following the line of the grass verge on the left of the
pavement.
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5. Having left the lake foreshore and crossed a public footpath, the new railway
will continue towards Bala through the grounds of Bala Rugby Club. The land has
already been acquired, the route following the approximate line of the floodlights.

6. It may not look like much, but this empty plot of land will be the home of the new
Bala Town station. The site is already owned by the Bala Lake Railway Trust, and a
125-year lease agreed for the land beyond.
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An aerial view showing the route of the Bala
Lake Railway’s planned extension from its
current Pen-y-Bont terminus to the centre of
Bala itself. BALA LAKE RAILWAY TRUST

For those unfamiliar with this delightful
2ft-gauge gem, the BLR has been running
steam services over its 4½-mile length in the
heart of the Snowdonia National Park for
more than four decades. It follows part of the
former standard-gauge Great Western Railway
route that once linked Ruabon with Barmouth,
starting at Llanuwchllyn and paralleling the
southern shore of Bala Lake (Llyn Tegid) to its
current terminus at Pen-y-Bont (the site of the
old GWR Bala Halt), just outside Bala.
The railway is well-known for its use of
ex-Dinorwic and Penrhyn ‘Quarry Hunslet’
0-4-0STs, and at the time of writing is home to
no fewer than six of them.

Fine collection

Llanuwchllyn serves as the line’s
headquarters and includes the main station
buildings (built by the Bala & Dolgelley
Railway in 1868), cafe, loco shed/workshops
and railway offices. A recent addition to the site
is the Heritage Lottery-funded Llanuwchllyn
Heritage Centre, which houses a fine collection
of artefacts pertaining to the North Wales slate
industry. This includes locomotives, wagons,
tools, signals and rail among many other items.
From Llanuwchllyn the line follows what
is believed to be the longest stretch of straight
track on any UK narrow-gauge railway (1¼
miles long) before reaching Pentrepiod Halt.
This was the original terminus in 1972, and
today serves as a request stop.
Glanllyn Halt comes next, after which the
line runs onto the Ffynnongower embankment,
which offers spectacular views over the lake
and a stunning vista of the Arenig Fawr, Aran
Benllyn and Aran Fawddwy mountains.
The BLR’s principle intermediate stop
is at Llangower, just under two miles from
Llanuwchllyn. All trains call here, and a passing
loop is provided for when the railway operates a
two-train service. The station is a popular stop
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for families who wish to break their journey and
enjoy a picnic on the foreshore of the lake.
Journey’s end is at Bala (Pen-y-Bont),
which is a 10-minute walk from Bala’s main
high street and occupies the site of the original
Bala station of 1868. The station closed
in 1886 when a branch from Bala Junction
reached the town, but the GWR built a small
halt on the site in 1923.
The narrow-gauge line reached Pen-yBont in 1976, and at that time it was hoped to
extend the line into Bala’s town centre.
A target date of 1981 was set to complete
this final section; the railway even acquired the
Loch Café, near Bala Leisure Centre, where it
hoped to build a terminus. However, the scale
of the work required to construct this extension
proved too much for the fledgling BLR at that
time, and the plan was reluctantly placed on the
back burner in 1981.
It is important to stress, however, that the
extension plan was never officially abandoned,
and reaching Bala remained the ultimate goal.
As a consequence the station at Pen-y-Bont
has never been fully developed despite serving
as the terminus for more than 40 years and,
apart from a waiting shelter, there are no other
passenger facilities, something the BLR actually
apologises for in its guide book.
There is limited parking at Pen-y-Bont,
which combined with a poor visible profile and
lack of amenities means few passengers actually
venture into Bala town, instead choosing to
return to Llanuwchllyn with the train they
arrived on. Conversely, visitors to Bala are often
unaware of the railway’s existence, and as such
the relationship between the railway and town
has never maximised its full potential.
Julian Birley became involved with the BLR
in 2010 when he acquired the ex-Dinorwic
Hunslet 0-4-0ST Alice, which was based on the
line. It didn’t take him long to see the potential
of the BLR as a tourist attraction and, together

with the railway’s then management, soon set
about expanding the BLR’s profile with the
‘Quarry Hunslet’ fleet and their connection to
the North Wales slate industry at its core.
They realised that, as a former standardgauge route, the BLR is not allied to any one
quarry system, and could thereby demonstrate
trains representative of any quarry.
Strings of ex-Dinorwic and other slate
wagons were acquired, a replica Penrhyn
Quarry miner’s train created, other vehicles
obtained and restored, with the ‘cherry on
top’ being Julian’s repatriation of ex-Penrhyn
‘Quarry Hunslet’ Winifred from the USA in
2012 and its subsequent restoration.
All this ultimately led to the formation of
the Bala Lake Railway Trust to promote the
restoration, maintenance and exhibition of
operational steam locomotives, rolling stock
and other railway artefacts, directly associated
with the slate industry of North Wales.

‘Outstanding’ award

The aforementioned Heritage Centre
at Llanuwchllyn was built to house the evergrowing collection, the museum winning the
Outstanding Visitor Attraction category at the
Heritage Railway Association awards ceremony
earlier this year.
The Bala Lake Railway could now offer
more than just a train ride, and became a
popular destination for the photo charter
market thanks to its array of heritage rolling
stock. Yet for the BLRT this was only part
of the wider vision for the railway, and it
determined that the only way the BLR could
fully reap the benefits of its proximity to Bala,
and the town then exploit its own little railway,
was if the extension into the town was built.
Therefore in 2014 the trust launched the
Red Dragon Project, a £3.5million scheme to
not only construct an extension into the town
from Pen-y-Bont, but also equip the railway

with new amenities and a fleet of new purposebuilt coaches that will allow passengers to get
the best from the new vistas across the lake that
the extension will open up.
A 12-month consultation with local
residents, councillors, politicians and businesses,
along with the Bala & Penllyn Tourist
Association, resulted in unanimous support of
the scheme, giving the BLRT the confidence to
proceed with the proposal.
“Never in more than 25 years of working in
railway preservation have I worked on a project
with such unanimous support,” says Julian.
And Julian is not alone in steering the
trust towards its goal. Joining him as trustees
are some well-known and well-respected
individuals from the world of railway
preservation, including former National
Railway Museum chief Steve Davies; ex-Bala
Lake Railway general manager Roger Hine;

Roland Doyle, who managed the construction
of the Welsh Highland Railway from
Caernarfon to Porthmadog; Toby Watkins,
chairman of the Locomotive Conservation
& Learning Trust (LCLT); and Christina
Kennedy, who has also worked with the LCLT,
as well as the North Norfolk Railway.
So how much difference would the
extension actually make to the railway’s – and
the town’s – fortunes?

‘Huge difference’

“Our forecast predictions show it will make
a huge difference,” Julian explains.
“Around four million people live within
a day trip of Bala, and the railway currently
carries in the region of 30,000 visitors a year.
Our business model projection points to that
figure rising to 55,000 visitors every year.
“A report into the economic impact of

preserved lines by the All Party Parliamentary
Group for Heritage Railways highlighted that
for every pound spent on a railway, £2.70 goes
into the loco economy.
“Visitors use local pubs and restaurants,
buy a paper from a local newsagent, fill up
their car with petrol at a local garage, and even
stay in local accommodation, purely because
a preserved railway has brought them to
that area.
“By that token the Bala Lake Railway
already puts some £600,000 into the local
economy annually, and the extension could see
that figure rise to £1.2million as Bala would
become the main starting point for the railway.
As a consequence Bala becomes a destination
rather than somewhere you pass through.”
To date the BLRT has spent more than
£1.5million on preparing the plans for the
extension, including the 2017 purchase of the
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proposed terminus site on Aran Street in Bala.
The site is directly opposite the large Plassey
Street car park, and the BLRT hopes to use
this facility to attract people into Bala and leave
their cars there for the day, using the railway
to access the lake and thereby keeping cars off
the roads.
And there are jobs to be made too, as
Julian explains. “Construction of the extension
will create the equivalent of 10 full-time jobs in
the Bala area, and support a further nine over a
12-month period.

Boost economy

“When completed, the extension will
support 12 full-time jobs in the local economy.
With the ongoing effects of Covid-19, never
has there been a more urgent need to boost
the economy in the Snowdonia National Park.”
It is worth noting that of the BLRT’s
estimated £2.5million construction cost, it
anticipates 55% (£1.375m) would be spent in

the local area, using companies such as local
contractors and suppliers.
The 1,200-metre extension itself will start
at a point close to the current station throat at
Pen-y-Bont, then curve sharply north through
what is currently the station approach to reach
a new level crossing over the B4403.
The level of the road will be raised to
facilitate this, which will not only improve the
approach to a nearby T-junction, but more
importantly place the railway at the correct
height to cross the old 18th century stone
bridge that once carried the main road. The
bridge has been structurally assessed and has
been deemed fit to carry the
narrow-gauge trains.
The next 100 yards offer what Julian
describes as “85 percent of the challenges for
the entire route” as the extension needs to
cross the River Dee where it flows into the
eastern end of the lake.
To do this the railway intends to share the

New Dee Bridge (Pont Mwnwgl-y-llyn) that
carries the main B4391 road into Bala, in a
manner similar to the way the Welsh Highland
Railway traverses the Britannia Bridge in
Porthmadog. The original proposal involved
widening the 1955-built bridge on the western
side, but the immediate vicinity on that side of
the bridge is a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), so a new plan was drawn up.
This will see the bridge widened on the
eastern side and the highway shunted over that
way. The railway will then occupy a reserved
track on the western side of the bridge where
the current pavement runs; a new pavement
separating rail from road.
Two new zebra crossings will be provided
at either end of the bridge for safe pedestrian
access to the lake. Gwynedd County Council
Highways Department has agreed in principle
to the bridge improvements, and both
parties are now working together towards a
formal agreement.
Once across the Dee, the extension reaches
the section that will follow the foreshore of the
lake, and which is the subject of the current
fundraising drive. As already mentioned,
Natural Resources Wales (NRW) will carry out
the necessary structural works required for the
railway as part of its flood defence upgrade,
subject to the BLRT being able to make its
£276,000 contribution to the costs.

‘Piggyback’

A layout map showing how the proposed route will swing away from the current Pen-y-Bont terminus and cross
the old 18th century bridge before traversing the widened New Dee Bridge. BALA LAKE RAILWAY TRUST
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“We cannot miss this opportunity to
piggyback the Natural Resources Wales job,”
says Julian. “Once NRW has its planning
approval, we can submit our own planning
application, which has cost £150,000 alone to
put together.
“We have raised £70,000 so far, but it is
absolutely vital that we raise the £206,000 still
required. Missing this opportunity could set us
back years.”
This section of the extension will open up a
spectacular view along the length of Bala Lake,
which is currently only available to users of a
public footpath. The railway will parallel this
path for a short distance, then cross it on the
level, before veering north-westwards past the
Bala Rugby Club (Clwb Rygbi Y Bala) ground.
The club has been very supportive of the
project, and has sold the required strip of land
to the BLRT for the extension.
Julian adds: “We were particularly happy to
receive the support of the rugby club, not only
because it agreed to sell us the land we needed,
but also because the money we paid has gone
directly to a community asset.”
Just beyond the rugby club, the route of
the extension enters a field upon which a new
sub-shed will be constructed. This will be used
to stable the locomotive(s) rostered to work
the first train each day from the new station to
Llanuwchllyn, which will remain the principle
loco shed and maintenance facility.
The new Bala shed has been purposefully
situated away from the station site and on the
edge of the town, so that smoke emissions
and noise do not become a hindrance to
local residents.
Immediately behind the shed site the
railway will cross the footpath again and cross
another field before reaching the new Bala
Town station. The site was previously occupied
by a derelict warehouse, which the BLRT
has since had demolished. Behind this site is
another small field owned by Gwynedd County

Council. A 125-year lease has been agreed with
the BLRT, which will use the site to provide
new parking provision for residents of Aran
Street. At present residents park on the narrow
roadway in front of their houses, but the new
parking area will allow the road to be kept clear
for the increased number of cars accessing the
extended railway.
The proposed Bala Town station will be
built in a sympathetic, traditional railway style,
having a two-storey frontage surmounted by
a clock tower. The building will include retail
and catering facilities on the ground floor,
with office and volunteer accommodation
above. The Bala Tourist Information Centre
will ultimately be relocated to within the
station building.

Secure storage

A covered train shed will span two platform
roads and run-round loop, which will also
be used to provide secure overnight storage
for the passenger rolling stock. It may also be
made available for the town’s usage for such
events such as craft fairs and farmers’ markets
outside of the running season.
There’s no doubt the BRLT has left no
stone unturned in preparing the plans for the
extension, carefully considering every possible
benefit, and potential drawback, the railway
might bring. These are not solely confined
to local economics, as the BLRT is also very
mindful of the extension’s ecological impact.
“Our proximity to a SSSI has meant we’ve
had to look very carefully at the impact the
railway could have on its surroundings,” Julian
explains.
“We have had someone out to count the
local bat population, and we’ve had surveys
done of lingering smoke and the time it takes
to dissipate. We have even had the ballast
supply analysed to ensure it is not detrimental
to the ground it’s laid on.
“There are a lot of hoops to jump through,
but we’re taking each one in turn as we
want to do this right. It’s all dependent on
the funding.”
Which brings us back to where we started
this feature.
The NRW flood defence work is the
primary focus at present, and the BLRT would
welcome donations of any size to help it raise
the £250,000 it requires.
A Red Dragon Appeal is running to help
finance the project, which operates in two
ways: general donations or on a subscription
basis.
If you become a subscriber, in return for
a regular monthly donation you will receive
a range of benefits as a ‘thank you’ from the
BLRT. The benefits are accrued as you make
your donations, but you can opt to pay the full
subscription amount as a one-off payment if
you wish.
Full details of how to support the project
can be found at: https://tinyurl.com/
y5ohwr69
An online Change.org petition was
launched in mid-September, calling on the
Welsh Government to support the project and
help fund the £2.5million still needed.
The petition received more than 700
signatures within 24 hours of going ‘live’, and
at the time of writing had passed 2,300 of a
2,500 target.
The petition can be found at: https://
tinyurl.com/y2kbwmej
■

An artist’s impression of the Bala Town station frontage. BALA LAKE RAILWAY TRUST

A plan of the new Bala Town station site showing the overall roof and improved site access. BALA LAKE RAILWAY TRUST
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